20V Fast Battery Charger
Instruction Manual
We've tried to make this manual useful, simple, and understandable.
Please read it carefully, and keep it safe for future reference.
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THE ABC'S OF FAST CHARGER SAFETY
Read all safety warnings and instructions before u
 sing your fast charger. They're
pretty reasonable, and neglecting them may result in electric shock, fire, and/or
serious injury. There are other (and much better) ways to get your adrenaline
going.
Save this manual for future reference, review in between uses, and make sure
that anyone who's going to test your new fast charger has read and fully
understood all the information in here as well.
In case this manual disappears into the black hole that all manuals seem to fall
into, you can get a digital version of it at https://nocry.com/pages/instructions, or
by letting us know at wecare@nocry.com.
So, let's get to it, shall we?
✔ Only use original NoCry 20V batteries with your fast charger for powering
all NoCry cordless power tools. Use of unoriginal batteries of the wrong
voltage or unapproved fast chargers may lead to explosions. And who needs
that?
✔ Your fast charger is designed to charge your batteries indoors only and
away from living areas. Ideally batteries should be charged on a bench in a
workshop or garage. If you do not have such a space, charge your batteries
away from people in an area of infrequent use, just in case anything should
happen. Better safe than sorry.
✔ Your fast charger isn’t waterproof or splash proof. Under no circumstances
should you use it in damp or wet conditions, rain, spray with water, or
immerse in liquid, or risk the danger of explosion or electrocution. Zap.
✔ Keep your fast charger away from open flames, sparks, fuel lines or any
other ignition sources, or combustible materials.
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✔ Do not use the charger if it has been subjected to a heavy knock, dropped
or otherwise damaged in any way. Take the charger to an authorized service
centre to be checked out or repaired or contact us at wecare@nocry.com,
and we'll sort it out ASAP
✔ Do not charge batteries in air temperatures below 40°F or above 105°F.
✔ When charging multiple batteries, always allow the charger to cool down
before charging another battery.
✔ There is no need to open the fast charger itself, so don’t bother. You risk the
danger of it short-circuiting and being electrocuted and it will also void your
warranty, really not worth it.
✔ Do not abuse the cord of the fast charger. Never use it for carrying or
pulling anything or forcefully disconnect it. Keep the cord away from heat,
oil, sharp edges or moving parts. Damaged or entangled cords increase the
risk of accident and electric shock.
NB! NoCry Work & Safety Gear and the manufacturing plant shall not be liable for
any changes made to the tool, nor for any damage resulting from such changes.

Safety symbol meanings
These symbols are on your fast charger for a reason - to keep you aware and safe.
Please take them into account.

This fast charger conforms with North American safety standards.

Read the instructions before starting to use this fast charger.
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Do not throw this fast charger out with regular waste, but dispose
of it in the appropriate manner so it can be recycled. See page 9 for
how to dispose you fast charger responsibly.

This fast charger is intended for indoor use only.

Exercise overall caution when operating your fast charger.

This fast charger has a thermal fuse rating of 266°F. Fuse will
blow should this temperature be exceeded.

This fast charger is Class II (double insulated).

Fast charger has a max operating temperature of 122°F. This
operating temperature should not be exceeded.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model

NoCry NBC-20V

Charging Voltage

120V, 60 Hz

Rated voltage

20V

Fast charger charger
speed

2 Ah per hour

Battery charging time

1.5 Ah 45 minutes, 3 Ah 1.5 hours, 4Ah 2 hours

Total weight

0.80lbs

HOW TO USE THE NOCRY FAST CHARGER
How to remove or insert a battery
To insert a battery…
✔ Connect the charger to appropriate power outlet before inserting battery.
✔ Insert the battery pack by sliding the battery into the charger cradle,
ensuring the contacts meet and make a ‘click’ noise.
✔ The red light will be continuously lit indicating that the charging process has
started and is in progress.
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✔ The green light will indicate that the charging of the battery is complete, the
battery pack may be removed at this point or safely left in the charger.
To remove the battery, press and hold the unlock button on the battery and gently
slide it away from the charger cradle.
NB! To ensure maximum performance and life of lithium-ion battery packs, charge
the battery fully before first use. Batteries can be left in the charger cradle
indefinitely without damaging the battery. The charger will keep with battery fresh
and fully charged. Ready for when you need it.

How to wall-mount the fast charger
The fast charger can be wall-mounted in your garage, workshop or home or
comfortably sit upright on a table or work surface.
To wall mount...
✔ Locate an electrical power outlet within reach of the fast charger, and away
from a corner or other obstructions, which may affect air flow.
✔ Use the back of the charger as a template for the location of the mounting
screws on the wall.
✔ Mount the charger securely using drywall screws (sold separately) at least 1"
long, with a screw head diameter of 0.28–0.35".
✔ Be sure to leave a gap of at least 2” between the mounting wall and the
surface under, so that the batteries can be inserted and removed without
obstruction.
✔ Align the mounting slots on the back of the charger with the screws, fully
engaging them with the slots. Job done.
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MAINTENANCE
Good news - there are no parts inside your fast charger that require professional
maintenance. All that’s needed is some good old fashioned TLC - love your power
tools and they will love you back.
For safety reasons and your overall peace of mind, we recommend having your
fast charger given a once-over by an expert once every 12 months to ensure that it
will continue to operate safely. We must mention that all (potentially deviating)
national inspection and maintenance regulations must be observed.

How to clean your fast charger
Before starting to clean your fast charger, disconnect it from the power outlet.
For the most part, you'll face the issue of dust in or around power contacts.
✔

To clean - wipe down the power cable, charger cradle and power contacts
with a soft dry cloth or use compressed dry air at low pressure to remove
any lodged debris or dirt.

NB! Do not use cleaning agents or solvents, as they may damage the plastic parts.
In between cleanings, keep your fast charger away from dirt, dust and water as
much as possible. Never use water or chemical cleaners to clean your fast charger.
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FAST CHARGER LIABILITY
This product is covered by an EU directive, valid since 01.01.1990, specifying that
the manufacturer is only liable for products if all the parts originate from the
manufacturer or are approved by them, and if the units are mounted and operated
properly.
If accessories or spare parts from third parties are used, liability can be partially or
completely inapplicable. So no using those shifty parts you picked up on the cheap.
In extreme cases the responsible authorities can prohibit the use of the entire unit.
We recommend you always buy original parts and accessories as compliance with
all safety regulations is guaranteed, meaning you are covered and protected.
Another weight off your mind.

RESPONSIBLE DISPOSAL
This product has been marked with a symbol relating to removing electric and
electronic waste.
The Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment Regulations (WEEE) requires that any
product showing this marking must not be disposed of with other household or
commercial waste. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health
from uncontrolled waste disposal, please separate any such product from other
waste types and recycle it responsibly at your local facilities. Check with your local
authority, recycling centre or retailer for recycling advice. Don’t just chuck it in the
trash or leave out on the street.
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WARRANTY
All NoCry products are inspected and tested to ensure their quality before leaving
the factory. If you’re not happy with your NoCry product, please contact us within
30 days of receiving it at wecare@nocry.com to return it for free for a replacement
product or to receive a full refund. The choice is yours.
Each NoCry electric product is warranted to be free of defects in material and
workmanship for the period of FOUR years from the date of original purchase.
Warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, abuse, altered products,
modifications, and products that have been repaired or attempted to be repaired
by others than NoCry. At NoCry’s discretion, a defective product will be repaired or
replaced.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, but may be superseded by any other
rights or warranties in effect, which may vary from state to state (or based on your
local jurisdiction). If you think you might have a defective product, please contact
us at wecare@nocry.com. Our customer care team will be happy to help and start
the (free) procedure to determine whether your product is defective.
NoCry’s warranty applies to ONLY products being sold by Authorized Resellers. We
regretfully will not provide any warranty for products sold by any other sources.
Proof of purchase will be required to obtain warranty. Please review the warranty
carefully, and contact us if you have any questions.
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HOW TO CONTACT NOCRY
We're glad to have you join the NoCry community, and we hope you are happy with
your new NoCry Fast Charger. If you have any questions or concerns, let us know
by emailing wecare@nocry.com
We'd also love to connect with you via social media. You can find us on Instagram,
Facebook and Pinterest by searching “NoCry Work & Safety Gear”.
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Thumbs up or thumbs down for your experience with your NoCry Fast
Charger?

If this is your response, know that at NoCry, we try to treat everyone like we'd
treat our own mom. On her birthday, no less. So please let us know what went
wrong by sending us an email at wecare@nocry.com. We'll be on the case right
away.

If you're happy with your purchase, why not spread the word to others who are
looking for a fast charger AND help us serve you better and grow as a company,
by leaving a review on Amazon? To leave a review, go to Amazon > Orders (top
menu) > Write a product review. Or search for the NoCry Fast Charger on Amazon,
and leave your review that way.
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